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Abstract

In this paper we propose a new method for solving inverse lighting design problems that can include diverse sources such as diffuse
roof skylights or artificial light sources. Given a user specification of illumination requirements, our approach provides optimal
light source positions as well as optimal shapes for skylight installations in interior architectural models. The well known huge
computational effort that involves searching for an optimal solution is tackled by combining two concepts: exploiting the scene
coherence to compute global illumination and using a metaheuristic technique for optimization.

Results and analysis show that our method provides both fast and accurate results, making it suitable for lighting design in
indoor environments while supporting interactive visualization of global illumination.
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1. Introduction1

Lighting design is an important issue for sustainable buildings2

which involves both setting natural and artificial lights as well3

as meeting energy distribution goals. This process requires ac-4

curate lighting simulations, which are known to be computa-5

tionally expensive for a single model and may become pro-6

hibitive when directly exploring lighting configurations for sev-7

eral sources. An efficient alternative to this computational task8

is to use an inverse lighting method. Inverse lighting designates9

all setting in which, unlike traditional direct calculations, illu-10

mination aspects are unknown and must be determined. If we11

know in advance the desired illumination at some surfaces, an12

inverse lighting approach can establish the missing parameters13

(e.g. light position, shape, and power emission, among others).14

Providing computationally efficient inverse lighting tools is15

a challenge. The whole process involves two complex compu-16

tational tasks: the global illumination simulation and the search17

for an optimal solution. The first task is crucial for accurate18

lighting design. Computing the indirect illumination consti-19

tutes a simulation of the light transport process through multiple20

bounces around the environment, and requires dense numerical21

solutions. For the second task, an optimization process is used22

to find a solution that fulfills some requirements. The best so-23

lution that optimizes a given goal is chosen. The problem is24

difficult to compute because the solution search space is gener-25

ally huge.26

Inverse lighting is not a new research topic. Several ap-27

proaches have been proposed based on different motivations,28

assumptions and optimization strategies. Some of the tech-29

niques already explored are genetic algorithms [1], inverse ra-30

diosity systems [2, 3] and heuristic methods [4]. Most of these31

works provide only numerical solutions for each specific kind32

of environment, showing that an acceptable solution is eventu-33

ally found. In general, all of the techniques are time consuming34

(requiring minutes or even hours) and are not designed for an35

interactive design cycle. Another limitation is that no technique36

to date includes electric sources integrated with natural lighting,37

as found in real buildings (see Figure 1).38

Roof-skylights Artificial lights 

Figure 1: Artificial light sources integrated with skylights in a
real building.

In this paper we present a novel inverse lighting method that39

efficiently shortens the execution time and integrates natural40

and artificial light sources. Given user illumination goals and41

a set of geometric restrictions and lighting intentions, our sys-42

tem provides optimal light source positions and optimal shapes43

for skylight installations in interior architectural models. The44

key element of our method is to exploit the coherence of ar-45

chitectural models to build a global illumination representation46

that allows designers to explore many solutions efficiently. This47

functionality is encoded into a low-rank radiosity representa-48

tion, used as a solver called from an optimization method based49
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on the Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) method [5].50

The main contributions of our approach are as follows:51

• We provide both a fast and accurate method for inverse52

lighting that allows designers to browse solutions in short53

design-cycle times.54

• We provide a flexible lighting design approach in which55

light sources can be specified at any place in the environ-56

ment.57

• We provide a method that integrates artificial light sources58

with skylight sources.59

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The follow-60

ing section presents the related work. Section 3 provides an61

introduction to the problem definition. In section 4, the mathe-62

matical basis of the problem and of the proposed solution is de-63

veloped. The main results of five inverse lighting experiments64

are exposed in section 5. The last section is devoted to the con-65

clusions of this study and future work.66

2. Related Work67

There are two key areas of knowledge related to the inverse68

lighting problem: numerical optimization and global illumina-69

tion. On the one hand the huge search space generated by in-70

verse problems must be tackled by heuristic search-based tech-71

niques avoiding costly brute-force approaches. On the other72

hand, lighting simulation is required for each solution found in73

the search process. In this section we review the main related74

work on inverse lighting problems.75

2.1. Inverse Lighting76

Direct methods calculate data from a specific configuration of77

model parameters. In contrast, inverse problems generally infer78

the properties (or model parameters) of a physical system from79

observed or desired data. Inverse problems are usually numer-80

ically complex and are of interest in a wide range of fields in81

lighting engineering and lighting design.82

One of the first attempts to infer emitter position and shape83

(parameters), given expressed lighting intentions (desired data),84

is presented by Schoeneman et al. [6]. These authors intro-85

duced the idea of providing an iterative numerical solution to86

achieve results from a ”spray-painting” user-interface descrip-87

tion. The interactivity was achieved only for direct illumina-88

tion. Several works searching for similar goals but driven by89

different motivations and assumptions were later proposed. A90

survey of this topic was reported by Patow and Pueyo [7]. Con-91

tensin [3] formulated an inverse radiosity method based on a92

pseudo-inverse analysis of the radiosity matrix. Costa et al.93

[8] proposed an optimization engine to deal with complex light94

specifications. Kawai et al. [2] performed the optimization95

over the intensities and directions of a set of lights as well as96

surface reflectiveness to best convey the subjective impression97

of certain scene qualities (e.g., pleasantness or privacy), as ex-98

pressed by users. Their so-called radioptimization system is99

a framework that determines optimal setting parameters based100

on unconstrained optimization techniques used in conjunction101

with a hierarchical radiosity solver [9]. Castro et al. [4] used102

heuristic search algorithms combined with linear programming103

to optimize light positioning with an energy-saving goal. Simi-104

lar problems were solved with closely related techniques. Pel-105

lacini et al. [10] presented an interactive system for computer106

cinematography that allows users to paint the desired lighting107

effects in the scene, and a solver provides the corresponding108

parameters to achieve these effects using a non-linear optimiza-109

tion method. Gibson et al. [11] solve the inverse lighting prob-110

lem through iteration of virtual light sources in the context of111

photometric reconstruction data.112

Considerably less work has been devoted to optimizing day-113

light sources, such as openings and skylights. The problem of114

finding the modeling shapes for lighting goals is more complex115

for daylight sources than for artificial lights, because in the for-116

mer case, we are dealing with a dynamic light source. An in-117

verse method for designing opening buildings is presented by118

Tourre et al. [12] based on the evaluation of potential elements119

with relation to an interior lighting intention. In Besuievsky120

and Tourre [13], the method is extended for accurate sky com-121

putation with exterior occlusion. These approaches consider an122

anisotropic distribution of the light over the potential opening.123

Our system considers only openings with diffuse filters, such as124

typical skylight roof installations. However, our method greatly125

improves both accuracy and speed, also allowing interactive vi-126

sualization results.127

2.2. Coherence in Global Illumination128

Independent of the strategy used to tackle the inverse lighting129

problems, the global illumination function must be evaluated130

many times prior to finding a converged solution. For this pur-131

pose an efficient method should be used to compute the solu-132

tion for each setting of parameter values. However, research133

on this point has not been emphasized. The use of coherence134

is crucial to improve the global illumination computation in in-135

verse lighting. Castro et al. [4] improved this known expensive136

computation by re-using random walk paths. They build and137

store, in a preprocessing step, an irradiance matrix that allows138

computing, for each patch of the scene the power contribution139

of several fixed light points. The main restrictions of this ap-140

proach are that the authorized light positions must be predefined141

and that all of the light sources are point lights. In our work,142

we used a low-rank radiosity method (LRR) [14] that allows143

computers to solve the radiosity equation in real-time with infi-144

nite bounces for scenes with dynamic lighting and a relatively145

small computer storage. With this method no restrictions are146

required for the light sources: the sources could be anywhere in147

the scene and area light sources can be allowed, as well. Other148

approaches, such as the one presented by Kontkanen et al. [15],149

which uses wavelets to store a pre-computed matrix, could also150

be used for this purpose.151

2.3. Optimization152

An optimization problem consists of finding the best solution153

from all of the feasible solutions, which are defined through a154
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set of constraints. For illumination purposes, each constraint is155

related to a lighting intention for all or part of the scene. Al-156

though optimization is a well known topic, there is no compu-157

tational algorithm that will always provide the global minimum158

for a general non-linear objective function. Finding the optimal159

solution by brute force is usually not feasible in a reasonable160

time because of the huge search space of the possible states.161

Heuristic algorithms avoid visiting the whole search space, by162

means of designing rules that drive the search towards optimal163

solutions. There are a large number of heuristic search algo-164

rithms in the literature, which can potentially be used to solve165

lighting problems. Hill climbing [16], beam search [17] and166

simulated annealing [18] are some of the most commonly used167

algorithms. Castro et al. [4] explored a wide range of these al-168

gorithms to solve optimal economical light positioning. In [19]169

and [20], the scenes are simplified to rectangular spaces, and170

the inverse problem is solved through a generalized extremal171

optimization approach. In our work, we used the VNS meta-172

heuristic for optimization problems.We adapt this technique to173

our illumination problem and show that good optimization re-174

sults can be achieved.175

3. Problem Definition176

The main goal of our proposal is to provide a helpful tool for ef-177

ficient lighting design for both light sources and skylight instal-178

lations. In this section we describe the lighting design problem179

formulation and our system proposal.180

We consider diffuse environments, that is, all of the surfaces181

have perfectly diffuse materials with no specular component.182

Area light sources are also considered as Lambertian, with con-183

stant emission power. For roof-skylight sources we consider184

that a diffuse filter with a homogeneous transmittance coeffi-185

cient is used. This system one of the most commonly used sys-186

tems in real buildings. This system provides diffuse and con-187

trollable sunlight, which creates a desirable ambient light [21].188

These kinds of skylights, because they scatter light homoge-189

nously, can also be considered as Lambertian emitters. How-190

ever, the difference between these sources and artificial light191

sources is that the emission varies over time.192

The energy goals are also driven in different ways: for ar-193

tificial lights, we must aim for the most economical solution,194

whereas for skylights, in general, we aim to obtain as much195

light as possible, satisfying geometric restrictions. When de-196

signing daylight systems, it is beneficial to consider the solu-197

tion across all sun positions (time of the day) and climatological198

conditions (sunny or cloudy). Although this variation is an im-199

portant issue, for this work, we consider only the average of all200

of the incoming intensities. However, our mathematical frame-201

work can also take into account dynamic daylight changes. A202

further development of this subject is left for future work.203

To specify the design task and find the optimal solution204

given a 3D interior space to illuminate, first, we must define the205

variables involved in the optimization, the constraints to satisfy,206

and the optimization goals.207

Minimal 
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size and symmetry 

Figure 2: An example sketch of a design configuration. Sky-
lights with area and symmetry restrictions must be installed in
the roof, with the goal of achieving as much light as possible
in the scene. Some special places in the wall require a min-
imum intensity. If a light source is required to achieve all of
the restrictions, the system computes the optimal position and
emissive power.

3.1. Optimization Variables208

In the lighting design problem, the optimization variable is gen-209

erally related to the light source specification. The light sources210

are no longer fixed as in a direct simulation, and optimal pa-211

rameter values must be found for the emission, position, and212

shape. In our case, we consider rectangular area light sources213

with these three variables for optimization (see Figure 2).214

3.2. Constraints215

Constraints are the restrictions, whether imposed by the light216

designer or due to constructive building reasons, that must be217

satisfied in the illumination problem. Two different categories218

of constraints are considered: geometric restrictions and light-219

ing intentions. For the first category, we consider any imposed220

restriction that the light source must achieve (such as light size,221

aspect ratio, in-between distances of sources or symmetries).222

For example, building constructive constraints regarding the in-223

stallation of skylight sources in a roof may impose a regular dis-224

tance between the skylights as well as that they must be aligned225

along a given axis. For lighting intentions, we consider those226

constraints that must be satisfied at the surfaces. Intentions are227

described by inequality constraints that specify the interval of228

light intensity that each surface is allowed to reflect.229

3.3. Optimization Goals230

Our goal is driven by the intention of optimizing energy con-231

sumption. Thus, we used the minimization of energy use as an232

objective function to select the best solutions among the many233

possible ones. In general, in a lighting-optimization problem234

such as the one we are describing, there may be an infinite num-235

ber of possible solutions. We associate energy optimization for236

our lighting problem in the following way:237
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• For artificial light sources we will search for the most238

economical solution, that is, the one that minimizes the239

power consumption.240

• For skylights, where light comes from natural resources,241

we aim to find the maximal global light-power solution.242

This way, less artificial light may be needed in the envi-243

ronment.244

The pipeline design of our approach is described in Figure245

3. Given an architectural interior model for lighting design,246

in which reflectance surfaces are already defined, the user first247

configures the parameters to find the optimal solution. These248

parameters specify where to put the light sources as well as the249

variables to optimize (source position, size and emission), the250

geometric restrictions and the lighting intention to achieve, and251

the energy goals to optimize. Before the optimization process252

begins, we first pre-process the scene to obtain a compact repre-253

sentation of the form-factor matrix of the elements of the scene.254

For this purpose, we use a low-rank radiosity method. The op-255

timization method works by getting the compact representation256

found and a design configuration, to obtain a fast result that can257

be visualized interactively. Regarding the resulting values, the258

designer can modify the setting parameters to search for a new259

solution.260

Results 

Design Configuration 

Model Input 
Geometry, Materials 

Low-Rank 
Radiosity 

Optimization 
Process 

Numeric Results 

Geometric  
Restrictions,  

Light Intentions 

Energy Goals 

Optimization  
Variables 

3D Visualization 

Figure 3: Pipeline system.

4. Mathematic Foundation261

Our solution proposal is based on a two-step approach. In this262

section we describe details of both steps.263

4.1. Problem Formulation264

We explain here how to model the optimization problem as an265

unconstrained problem. Further development of this topic is266

reported by Kawai et al. [2] and Luenberger and Ye [22].267

The goal of the problem can be formulated as the optimiza-268

tion of a function f (x) that usually represents the power emit-269

ted by the artificial light sources or the total light power of the270

scene. There are also constraints related with geometric restric-271

tions and lighting intentions. The general formulation of the272

optimization problem is expressed in Equation 1 where S is the273

set of feasible values for x.274

minimize f (x) (1)
subject to x ∈ S

S can be formulated as a set of functional constraints, S = {x :275

ci(x) ≤ 0, i = 1 · · · p}, where each ci(x) ≤ 0 is an inequation that276

defines a constraint, and p is the number of constraints. This277

set can be transformed into a continuous penalty function P(x),278

which ”turns on” when a constraint is not satisfied, i.e. P(x) = 0279

when x ∈ S , and P(x) > 0 when x < S . The main idea behind280

the penalty method is the conversion of a constrained problem281

(Equation 1) into an unconstrained problem of the form:282

minimize f (x) + P(x) (2)

The penalty function used in this work has the form ex-283

pressed in Equation 3, where pow is an even positive integer284

and Wi is a positive weight associated with each constraint.285

P(x) =

p∑
i=1

{Wi × (max[0, ci(x)])pow} (3)

The weights Wi must be adjusted to ensure that the solution of286

Equation 2 will approach the feasible region S .287

In lighting design problems, the evaluation of the optimiza-288

tion goal f (x) and some constraints (which we call cRad
i (x))289

requires a radiosity evaluation of the scene. However, there290

are other constraints that do not depend on radiosity values291

(cNoRad
i (x)), such as constraints that control the shape and lo-292

cation of the light sources. To avoid unnecessary radiosity eval-293

uations, it must first be checked that cNoRad
i (x) ≤ 0,∀i. So,294

the optimization problem expressed in Equation 2 can now be295

formulated as shown in Equation 4, where PRad(x) is a penalty296

function that includes only the cRad
i (x) constraints.297

minimize f (x) + PRad(x), (4)
subject to {cNoRad

i (x) ≤ 0}

4.2. Low-Rank Radiosity298

In this section we present a method to efficiently assess the ra-299

diosity equation, which is used to solve the optimization prob-300

lem.301

In the discrete radiosity problem, the radiosity of the scene302

is computed by solving the linear system shown in Equation 5.303

(I − RF)B = E (5)304

In this equation, I is the identity matrix with dimension n×n (n305

is the number of patches), R is a diagonal matrix that stores the306

reflectivity of the patches, F is the matrix with the form factors307

Fi j (which indicate the fraction of light reflected by the patch i308

that arrives to the patch j), B is a vector with the radiosity value309

of each patch, and E is the emission vector of the scene.310
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It is very likely that the (RF) matrix of Equation 5 has a311

low numeric rank because each row (RF)i is computed based312

on the scene view from the same element i. As most close pairs313

of patches have a very similar view of the scene (see Figure 4),314

(RF) has many similar rows resulting in a reduction of the nu-315

merical rank. The rank reduction of (RF) matrices allows for316

the matrices to be approximated by the product of two matrices317

UkVT
k , both with dimension n×k (n�k), without losing relevant318

information about the scene.319

4.2.1. Low-Rank Approximation320

The product UkVT
k generates a matrix with dimensions n×n and321

rank k. The memory requirement of Uk and VT
k is O(nk), signifi-322

cantly less than O(n2) that would be required to store the matrix323

(RF). This reduction is especially appreciated when n�k, due324

to the spatial coherence of the scene. In this way, the mem-325

ory saving allows for the information to be stored in the main326

processor memory, facilitating work with large scenes.327

Replacing (RF) by the low-rank approximation UkVT
k in328

Equation 5 allows us to obtain the row-rank radiosity (LRR)329

equation 6. The unknown is no longer B but rather an approxi-330

mation B̃ of the radiosity.331 (
I − UkVT

k

)
B̃ = E (6)332

The matrix
(
I − UkVT

k

)
is now invertible using the Sherman-333

Morrison-Woodbury formula [23].334

B̃ = E + Uk

((
Ik − VT

k Uk

)−1 (
VT

k E
))

(7)335

To find B̃ using Equation 7, O(nk2) operations and O(nk) mem-336

ory are required. For scenes with static geometry and dynamic337

lighting (i.e., only the independent term E varies in Equations 5338

to 7), part of the computational effort can be pre-computed and339

stored. Equation 7 is now written as follows:340

B̃ = E − Yk

(
VT

k E
)
, (8)

where Yk = −Uk

(
Ik − VT

k Uk

)−1

where Yk is a n×k matrix that is computed once (as well as341

Uk and Vk). After Yk is found, the radiosity calculation has342

complexity O(nk). This result is very useful to develop a new343

methodology for inverse lighting problems with static geome-344

try [14]. Fernández et al. [24] combined Equation 8 with GPU345

architectures to solve the radiosity problem in real time, hun-346

dreds of times per second in scenes with tens of thousands of347

elements.348

Another important result is that the LRR methodology is a349

direct method. Equation 8 can also be formulated as B̃ = GE,350

so the matrix G=I−YkVT
k is a global operator that manages351

the infinite bounces of light in a single operation. The matrix352

G allows finding the radiosity values for any set of p patches353

(p < n) without solving the radiosity for all of the patches354

(as in iterative methodologies like hierarchical radiosity [25]).355

Only p rows of G are needed to find the radiosity values (i.e.356

Gp= Ip−Yk,pVT
k , where Yk,p consists of p rows of Yk related to357

(a) Two close patches i1 and i2.

(b) Hemicube view from i1.

(c) Hemicube view from i2.

(d) Spatial coherence in the scene.

Figure 4: Close patches present similar views of the scene and
generate similar rows in (RF) (see [14]). In (d), the coherence
of each patch is measured (a darker color indicates lower coher-
ence).
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the p patches, and the same also applies to Ip). Therefore, the358

radiosity calculation goes down to O(n + pk) operations.359

Using the LRR methodology, the global operator G is com-360

puted while avoiding the iterative utilization of Neumann se-361

ries, as is employed by Kontkanen et al. [15] and Lehtinen et362

al. [26], taking advantage of the fact that (RF) is a low-rank363

matrix.364

4.2.2. Direct Radiosity Method in Inverse Lighting Problems365

Any optimization algorithm used to solve inverse lighting prob-366

lems finds thousands of feasible solutions, to identify one that367

meets all of the constraints and optimizes the objective func-368

tion. For most of the optimization time, the algorithm is fo-369

cused on the radiosity calculation; consequently, the speed of370

the optimization algorithm is mainly related to the speed of the371

radiosity solver. Our proposal is based on the use of the LRR372

method as a fast and direct solver.373

Besides solving the radiosity method faster when only the374

radiosity of p patches are needed, the LRR method also can be375

used to speed up the optimization process of complete scenes376

with good spatial coherence. Because close patches have simi-377

lar radiosity properties, the radiosity values of a representative378

set of patches provide enough scene information for optimiza-379

tion purposes.380

Following this approach, an optimal solution found using381

a subset of patches could be the starting point of another op-382

timization process with a greater set of patches. After the ex-383

ecution of several optimization processes, using an increasing384

sequence of sets of patches, this multilevel strategy could ter-385

minate after considering all of the scene patches. Given the386

right conditions, it is expected that a multilevel strategy like387

this wouldl converge much faster than only one optimization388

process with all of the patches.389

4.3. Heuristic Search and Optimization390

We developed an algorithm to solve the inverse lighting prob-391

lem based on the VNS metaheuristic [5]. This methodology is392

based on the idea of successive explorations of a set of neigh-393

borhoods (N1(x),N2(x), · · · ,Nk(x)). The method explores, ei-394

ther at random or systematically, a set of neighborhoods to ob-395

tain different local optima. Each neighborhood has its own local396

optimum, and it is expected that the global optimum is the same397

as a local optimum for a given neighborhood (see Figure 5).398

The set of neighborhoods is usually nested (i.e. N1(x) ⊂399

N2(x) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Nk(x)). This strategy will be effective if the400

different neighborhoods used are complementary in the sense401

that a local optimum for a neighborhood Ni will not be a local402

optimum in the neighborhood N j (when Ni ⊂ N j).403

We used the general pseudocode of the VNS strategy to de-404

velop an algorithm for our lighting problem (see Algorithm405

1). The algorithm attempts to find x such that the function406

f (x) + PRad(x) is minimized, and that all of the cNoRad
i (x) ≤ 0407

constraints are satisfied.408

In our implementation, each neighborhood Nk has two pa-409

rameters, v and r, that define the neighborhood’s scope. The410

parameter v establishes the number of optimization variables411

Algorithm 1: Radiosity VNS.
Input: Set of neighborhood structures Nk for k = 1, ..., kmax

Output: The most optimal solution found
x = x0; /* Generate the initial solution */

while not Stopping Criteria do
k = 1;
while k <= kmax do

Find a better neighbor x′ of x in Nk(x) by local-search;
if ∃ x′| { f (x′) + PRad(x′) < f (x) + PRad(x) }
and (cNoRad

i (x′) ≤ 0 ∀i) then
x = x′;
k = 1;

end
otherwise

k = k + 1;
endsw

end
end

that are modified at the same time, and r defines a normalized412

interval of variation. For instance, v = 1 and r = 0.1 means413

that, in each trial of the local search, a variable xi of x is ran-414

domly selected, and the variable’s value is substituted by an-415

other value chosen from the interval xi ± 0.1. In one step, a416

variable related to the position of the light is modified; in the417

next step, the power of the light emission is modified; and so418

on. Following the parametric neighborhood definition, a grid of419

neighborhoods can be defined, considering all of the combina-420

tions of values v = 1, 2, · · · , nvar, r = 0.1, 0.2, · · · , 1. Then, the421

set of neighborhoods used by the algorithm is a selectionand422

eventually allof the neighborhoods defined in the grid.423

Using the problem formulation expressed in Equation 4, the424

local-search algorithm first controls that each tested neighbor x′425

fulfills cNoRad
i (x′) ≤ 0 ∀i, before the radiosity is evaluated and426

the value of the goal (i.e. f (x)+P(Rad)(x)) is checked. This prior427

control avoids unnecessary radiosity calculations.428

Different stopping criteria can be used, such as the time re-429

quired to obtain a given target solution, the distance to the target430

solution or the number of iterations.431

Search space 

Go
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N3 

N2 
N1 

Figure 5: Variable neighborhood search using three neighbor-
hoods (N1, N2 and N3). When a local optimum is found (as in
N3), the search methodology continues at this point.
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4.3.1. Multiobjective Optimization Problem432

Many inverse lighting problems can be defined as an optimiza-433

tion problem with multiple objectives, such as the minimiza-434

tion of artificial power consumption and maximization of nat-435

ural light influence. The mathematical definition of a multi-436

objective optimization problem (MOP) can be stated as follows:437

minimize F(x) = ( f1(x), f2(x), · · · , fn(x)) (9)
subject to x ∈ S

Multi-objective optimization problems and techniques are ana-438

lyzed by Deb [27] and in Coello et al. [28]. The optimal so-439

lution for MOP is not a single solution as for mono-objective440

optimization problems, but a set of “non-dominated” solutions,441

that is, solutions for which it is not possible to improve one ob-442

jective without impairing at least one other objective. This set443

of optimal solutions is called a Pareto front.444

Many methodologies used to solve multi-objective optimiza-445

tion problems are founded on population-based metaheuristics,446

such as evolutionary algorithms [27, 28]. Other methodologies447

are based on scalar approaches [29], which transform a multi-448

objective optimization problem into a set of mono-objective449

problems. This approach allows using a single solution based450

on metaheuristics as the VNS. In our work, we implemented451

the ε-constraint method as a scalar approach. The ε-constraint452

method consists of optimizing one selected objective fk subject453

to constraints on the other objectives f j, j ∈ [1 · · · n], j , k of454

a MOP (see Equation 10). Hence, some objectives are trans-455

formed into constraints.456

minimize fk(x)
subject to x ∈ S (10)

f j(x) ≤ ε j, j = 1 · · · n, j , k

In this equation, each ε j is an upper bound for the objectives.457

The ε-constraint method is run many times, changing the values458

of ε j. This method generates a set of non-dominated solutions459

with good diversity properties. It is necessary to know a priori460

the suitable interval for each ε j value.461

5. Analysis and Results462

To evaluate the fundamental aspects of our method, we built463

a set of five different experiments. The goal of the first ex-464

periment is to evaluate the convergence properties of the pro-465

posed algorithm. For this reason, a scenario is built in which466

the method must converge to a known solution. In another ex-467

periment, we check how the spatial coherence of the radios-468

ity solution can help to decrease the convergence time. Next,469

we test how the algorithm addresses the fulfillment of the con-470

straints (geometric restrictions and lighting intentions). Finally,471

the scenario of problems with multiple solutions is considered472

for two cases: a single objective problem with many practical473

solutions and a MOP study case. These experiments were de-474

signed to demonstrate the good properties of the method and to475

identify further areas for development.476

For the daylight intensity, we used average data, not tak-477

ing into account the date and time of the day or the variation478

of light intensity throughout the day. Thus, we present tests479

scenes as architectural prototype models, and we will develop480

adjustments for real data in future work.481

All of the simulations were performed in a Matlab environ-482

ment on a notebook computer (Intel Core i7-2670QM 2.2 Ghz483

processor with Turbo Boost up to 3.1 Ghz and 4 GB DDR3484

memory).485

5.1. 1st Experiment: Convergence486

Scene : Patio building. Size (n×k): 24128×1508. The pre-487

computation of Yk and Vk takes about 12 minutes.488

Goal : Find the shape and position of two area light sources489

such that the reflected radiosity C(E) for emission E is490

close to a desired reflected radiosity Cob j.491

C(E) = B − E = −YkVT
k E492

Cob j = Bob j − Eob j = −YkVT
k Eob j.493

Number of constraints : 8494

The light emitters must lie in the ceiling.495

Variables : 8496

Four 2D coordinates that delimit the location of the light497

sources.498

In this experiment, we test the capability of our method to499

approximate the initial conditions of the scene from a previ-500

ously known radiosity solution. To build a known solution, we501

first choose two rectangular light sources at the ceiling of the502

patio (Figure 6a), which define Eob j. Then, the diffuse reflection503

of the scene Cob j is computed using the LRR method.(Figure504

6b).505

(a) Two emitters in the ceiling. (b) Reflected radiosity in patio.

Figure 6: Patio scene.

The algorithm attempts to find the location of two rectan-506

gular emitters E in the ceiling, such that the resulting radios-507

ity reflected C(E) minimizes the normalized Euclidean distance508

(Equation 11).509

min
E

e(E) =
||C(E) −Cob j||2

||Cob j||2
(11)510

The space of possible solutions is composed of the set of511

lists of four roof patches that define the diagonal extremes of512

two skylights. In this example, the roof is composed of 1024513

quads, and therefore, the possible solutions can be estimated as514

C1024
4 /4 ≈ 11.4 × 109 (the division by 4 is due to symmetry515
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considerations). A brute-force exploration of all of the solution516

space is not feasible on desktop computers.517

There is a biunivocal relation between the radiosity (B or518

C) and the emission (E) caused by the existing linear relations519

expressed in Equations 5 and 6. If the goal of the problem is520

to find C close to Cob j (and the problem is not ill-conditioned),521

then E is usually close to Eob j. Figure 7 shows different runs522

of the VNS algorithm. Each image is a 2D projection of the523

ceiling, where Eob j is presented in green, and E is presented in524

red. The leftmost column shows the starting configuration for525

each run, and the rightmost column shows the final result. The526

center columns show the intermediate results.

Figure 7: Visualization of the emitters in the ceiling in three
runs of experiment 1. Each row is a different run (from left to
right). In each run, E (in red) is approaching to Eob j (in green).

527

Figure 8 shows, from top to bottom, another view of a VNS528

run (the first row of Figure 7). The left column presents the con-529

vergence of the reflected radiosity C(E) to the desired radiosity530

Cob j (Figure 6 (b)). The right column displays the radiosity er-531

rors of each C(E) found. Those patches coloured green comply532

with Cob j>C(E), and those colored red satisfy that Cob j<C(E).533

The gray patches meet Cob j≈C(E).534

5.2. 2nd Experiment: A Multilevel Method535

Considering that the patio scene has good spatial coherence, it536

can be assumed that the distance ep(E) is a good approximation537

of e(E) (Equation 12), where p is the number of representative538

patches, Cp(E) = −Yk,pVT
k E, and Cp,ob j = −Yk,pVT

k Eob j.539

min
E

ep(E) =
||Cp(E) −Cp,ob j||2

||Cp,ob j||2
(12)540

For the patio scene, 50000 radiosity evaluations C(E) take541

approximately 100 minutes (O(nk)), and the computation of542

ep(E) with p=n/16, takes only 11 minutes (O(n + pk)).543

Given the above results, two sets of experiments were con-544

ducted to demonstrate the potential of using spatial coherence545

properties. In the first experiment, the stop condition of the546

VNS algorithm is set to ep(Ei)<0.03, with p=n/16. After the547

Figure 8: Each row correspond to a stage in the optimization
process (top-to-bottom). Left: the reflected radiosities (C(E)).
Right: The colors show the difference between C(E) and Cob j.
Green means Cob j>C(E), and red means Cob j<C(E).

algorithm stops, the real distance e(E) is calculated. A total548

of 30 runs were conducted to allow for a statistical comparison549

between both of the distances. The statistical analyses reveal550

that the ratio r(Ei)=e(Ei)/ep(Ei) has a mean µ=1.24 and a stan-551

dard deviation σ=0.29. Assuming that r has a normal distribu-552

tion, then µ±2σ is the 95.5% confidence interval. Therefore, it553

can be concluded that, if ep(E)<0.03, then e(E)<0.03(µ+2σ)=554

0.03(1.24+2 · 0.29)=0.055 with a probability of 95.5%.555
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Figure 9 shows the convergence path for five runs of the al-556

gorithm, each with a different starting seed. The values of the557

objective function are shown in blue. The stop conditions of558

the algorithm are a distance threshold (ep(Ei) < 0.03; the red559

dotted line in Figure 9) and the number of radiosity evaluations560

(50000). For this scene, because the threshold is reached af-561

ter an average of 26000 radiosity evaluations, we can conclude562

that the algorithm took, on average, 340 seconds to reach the563

solution.564

Figure 9: Convergence of VNS algorithm for different runs.

The above results motivate a second set of experiments con-565

sisting of the implementation of a multilevel method with the566

aim of accelerating the optimization process. The multilevel567

algorithm used consists of three consecutive optimization pro-568

cesses, where each process is related to a greater set of patches.569

In addition to all of the scene patches, we also consider two570

subsets of scene patches with p = n/16 and p = n/64 elements.571

First, we solve the optimization problem with the smallest set572

of patches (p = n/64). The solution found becomes the starting573

point for a second run of the optimization algorithm, this time574

with a mid-size set of patches (p = n/16). Finally, a last run is575

performed that includes all of the scene patches.576

Comparing the result previously obtained with all the scene577

patches (100 minutes), we now take only 470 seconds for the578

same total number of radiosity evaluations and same quality re-579

sults. Because each optimization algorithm stops when ep is580

lower than a certain threshold, the statistical results for the pa-581

tio scene show that the sequence of optimization problems stops582

after a mean of 28500 iterations and 310 seconds. Figure 10583

shows a sequence of three consecutive runs of the algorithm,584

following the above scheme. In this example, a solution that585

considers all of the patches is found in 350 seconds. A new pro-586

cessing run starts when the previous run has an error ep lower587

than 0.03.588

5.3. 3rd Experiment: Many Constraints589

Scene : Patio building. Size (n×k): 24128×1508.590

Goal : Maximize the light power in the scene: max
∑
∀i CiAi.591

Constraints :592

• One rectangular light source in the ceiling.593

Figure 10: Convergence of VNS algorithm (multilevel method).

• Reflected Radiosity ∀i: Cmin ≤ Ci ≤ Cmax.594

• Bounded area: Amin ≤ Area of skylight ≤ Amax.595

Variables : 4596

Two 2D coordinates that define the light shape and posi-597

tion.598

This experiment studies the convergence of the VNS algorithm599

in maximizing the total power reflected from the scene600

(max
∑
∀iCiAi), where Ci and Ai are the radiosity reflected and601

the area of patch i, respectively. A rectangular skylight must602

be installed in the ceiling. As explicit constraints, the radiosity603

value of each patch and the area value of the skylight should be604

placed within defined ranges.605

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the algorithm. The red dot-606

ted line shows the value of the penalty function PRad(x) in each607

iteration. As explained in Section 4, when all of the constraints608

are fulfilled, the penalty function value is 0. The continuous609

blue line shows the total light power reflected by the scene.

Figure 11: Convergence to feasible solutions.

610

Figure 12 shows the evolution of the same problem when611

a constraint is modified. Now Cmin≤Ci≤Cmax/4,∀i. Given this612

configuration of constraints, there is no feasible solution set,613

and, as shown in the plot, the algorithm also fails to find a fea-614

sible solution. Therefore, the designer must change one or more615

constraints to find a solution that meets all of them.616
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Figure 12: Unfeasible convergence.

It is important to determine whether the constraints pursued617

are possible to fulfill. As shown in the pipeline system (Figure618

3), the analysis of the results after the optimization process can619

be used to redefine the specification of the problem with new620

lighting intentions.621

5.4. 4th Experiment: Many Solutions622

Scene : Patio building. Size (n×k): 24128×1508.623

Goal : Maximize the light power in the scene: max
∑
∀i CiAi624

Constraints :625

• One rectangular light source in the ceiling.626

• Reflected Radiosity ∀i: Cmin ≤ Ci ≤ Cmax.627

• Bounded area: Amin ≤ Area of skylight ≤ Amax.628

• Filter value 0 ≤ f ≤ 1.629

Variables : 5630

• Two 2D coordinates that define the light shape and631

position.632

• A variable that defines the filter value.633

This experiment is similar to the previous one, with an added634

filter value f to control the skylight emittance ( f×emax, where635

emax is the maximum skylight emittance).636

Each run of the algorithm converges to a different solution.637

In Figure 13, the blue asterisks show the pairs of skylight area638

and filter values found for several runs. The red dotted line639

shows a hyperbolic curve that almost fits the solutions.640

The total light power produced by the skylight is almost641

the same in all of the solutions (skylight-area×filter is almost642

constant), which intuitively means that the smaller the area of643

the skylight, the more light must pass through the filter. In this644

case, the designer must identify the best solution from the set645

of optimal solutions provided by the algorithm.646

Figure 13: Relation between skylight area and the filter value.

5.5. 5th Experiment: A Case Study with MOP647

First problem:648

Scene : Corridor. Size(n×k): 16736×1046. The pre-computa-649

tion of Yk and Vk takes about 8 minutes.650

Goal : Maximize the natural light power: max
∑
∀i CiAi651

Constraints :652

• Skylights delimited into areas S 1, S 2 and S 3.653

• Skylights in S 1 and S 3 must be symmetric.654

• The skylight in S 2 must be centered.655

• Area of the skylights ≤ Amax.656

• Aspect ratio of the skylights ≤ 4.657

• Radiosity reflected by the panels ≥ Bmin.658

Variables : 6659

• Two 2D coordinates that defines in S 1 the skylight660

shape and position of the skylight (the skylight in661

S 3 is symmetric).662

• One 2D coordinate that delimits the position of the663

skylight in S 2 (centered skylight).664

After 105 iterations it was not possible to find a feasible665

solution. The amount of natural light passing through the sky-666

lights does not fulfill the constraint for the panels. The designer667

may relax some of the constraints (i.e., increasing the area of668

skylights or decreasing the radiosity in the panels) to find feasi-669

ble solutions. Another course of action would be the addition of670

small artificial lights near each panel to satisfy all of the prede-671

fined constraints (Figure 14). In this case, the problem is trans-672

formed into a MOP because the minimization of the artificial673

light power must also be considered.674

Second problem (MOP):675

Goal 1 : Maximize the light power in the scene: max
∑
∀i CiAi676

Goal 2 : Minimize the artificial light power: min
∑
∀i EiAi677

Constraints :678

• The same set included in the first problem.679
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Panels Skylights Artificial Lights 

(a) Perspective view of the corridor scene.

Skylights: Set position symetrically  with area restrictions 

Optimize energy:  
• Maximize natural light 
• Minimize power consumption 

If required set light source symetrically 

S1 

A3 A2 A1 

Minimum light level reflected at panels 

S2 S3 

(b) Configuration scheme.

Figure 14: Corridor scene as a MOP.

• Area light sources delimited into A1, A2 and A3.680

• Area light sources in A1 and A3 must be symmetric.681

• The light area source in A2 must be centered.682

• Aspect ratio of each emitter ≤ 10.683

Variables : 12684

The same variables (6) used in the previous problem and685

6 more related to the artificial light sources.686

A multi-objective optimization process must be used to find a687

Pareto front of non-dominated solutions. In Figure 15, the blue688

’+’ are a set of feasible solutions found when running the ε-689

constraint method, and the red ’◦’ set is their associated Pareto690

front. The ε-constraint method minimizes the artificial light691

power (Goal 2) when all of the constraints are satisfied and692

when the total light power is greater than ε (a new constraint693

defined with Goal 1). The variable ε takes all of the even values694

between 170 and 260W, with 20000 radiosity evaluations each.695

Besides the use of a method, such as the ε-constraint method,696

to find the Pareto front, another approach consists of solving697

the optimization problem using a procedure that follows the de-698

signer’s intentions. For instance, if the designer wants to max-699

imize the natural light that comes through the skylights, and700

the use of artificial light is only used to complete the illumina-701

tion needed in the panels, then a good approach consists of a702

two-step process. First, an optimization problem is solved in-703

volving only the variables related to the skylights, ignoring all704

of the constraints associated with the panels and also ignoring705

all of the variables and constraints related to the artificial emit-706

ters. The goal of this problem is to maximize the total power of707

(a) General view of a set of feasible solutions.

(b) Detail view of the area bounded in (a).

Figure 15: Feasible solutions found in a ε-constraint process
(blue ’+’) and its corresponding Pareto front (red ’o’). Addi-
tionally, solutions found from a two-step process (green ’+’)
and the associated Pareto front (black ’�’).

the natural light reflected in the scene (see Figure 16 (a)). In a708

second step, another optimization problem is solved, ignoring709

all of the variables and constraints related to the skylights, in-710

volving only the variables related with the artificial emitters and711

considering the panel’s constraints. The goal of this problem is712

to minimize the light power of the artificial emitters (see Figure713

16 (b)). In Figure 16 (c), it can be seen the position and shape714

of the skylights and emitters determined using the two-step pro-715

cess are shown.716

Figure 15 shows the solutions found by the two-step pro-717

cess.The green ’+’ are the solutions found by this process, and718

the black ’�’ set is their corresponding Pareto front. The two-719

step process was executed 50 times, with 20000 iterations each.720

Many of the 50 solutions found using the two-step method721

are better than (i.e., not dominated by) the ε-constraint Pareto722

front solutions, but the two-step method is concentrated in one723

extreme of the Pareto front. These results show that the Pareto724

front found contains rather good solutions and good diversity725

and also show that the two-step method is a very effective ap-726

proach to find solutions that meet specific design goals.727

Close Pareto front solutions can be caused by very differ-728

ent light source configurations. In Figure 15 (b), the two-step729

Pareto front is located in a narrow range of powers, and Exper-730

iment 4 shows that solutions with almost the same light power731
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(a) Radiosity generated with optimized skylights (Goal 1, excluding panels constraints and artificial light sources).

(b) Radiosity generated with optimized artificial light sources (Goal 2, including panels constraints and fixing the previous skylight solution).

(c) Top view of the scene with the positioning solution of all of the area sources.

Figure 16: Solutions of the two-step optimization process for the corridor scene.

have different light-source configurations. Therefore, a designer732

must check all of the solutions to decide which one is the most733

convenient.734

5.6. Summary Discussion735

Numerically comparing our method with other previous inverse736

lighting techniques is a difficult task because each method pro-737

vides different conditions. However, we can claim that we pro-738

vide a fast solver for moderately complex environments with739

Lambertian surfaces. Using the acceleration technique described740

in our second experiment, we can obtain reliable results in only741

a few minutes, an improvement from recent works [4, 19]. More-742

over, our system provides interactive radiosity visualization that743

can help in making design decisions.744

The low-rank methodology, as a direct method, allows to745

find in O(n + pk) the radiosity of p patches. This is faster than746

other iterative methods (like hierarchical radiosity) where the747

radiosity of all the scene must be solved, even if the algorithm748

optimizes the radiosity value of a single patch.749

The low-rank methodology allows considering only diffuse750

scene surfaces, which is not true in many interior settings. To751

overcome this limitaion, a methodology based on radiance [15]752

used as a global illumination engine, could be analyzed and753

tested.754

The reverse-engineering process applied for design, which755

computes the initial conditions for achieving a lighting effect, is756

not a simple issue. One important subject is the search for fea-757

sible solutions, where the methodology can provide sufficient758

assistance. Besides searching for a solution, our method also759

provides much more information about the range of possibil-760

ities that may occur when expressing a design intention. This761

information will allow for an interactive use of the design cycle,762

in which the designer can explore multiple possibilities. Further763

extending this concept, our system provides a MOP solver that764

finds a Pareto front of solutions. Given this set of optimal so-765

lutions, a designer must choose the ones that match his design766

ideas.767

6. Conclusion and Future Work768

We developed a novel technique of inverse lighting, combining769

the use of an optimization metaheuristic with the LRR tech-770

nique as a radiosity solver. The paper addressed the problem771

of optimization with constraints, using the penalty method ap-772

proach. A radiosity engine based on LRR methodology was773

used, taking into consideration the spatial coherence of the scene.774

Also, as LRR is a direct methodology, a multilevel scheme775

was tested, showing promising results. Finally, the case of776

MOP was analyzed, developing two methods based on VNS777

metaheuristic: ε-constraint, when the goal consists in finding778

a Pareto front, and the two-step optimization process, for the779

particular case when the goal is to maximize the natural light780

provided by skylights and minimize the power of artificial light.781

Regarding future work, one objective consists in improv-782

ing the technique using a CPU-GPU architecture in order to783
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speed up the VNS and LRR calculation times. Also it is nec-784

essary to explore the multilevel methodology deeper, to trans-785

form the basic scheme implemented into a more robust algo-786

rithm. In relation with the emitters, further work is needed to787

include anisotropic light sources and temporal and climate vari-788

ation of the daylight sources. Another line of future work is789

the implementation of a MOP solver using a population-based790

metaheuristic like genetic algorithms. Following Talbi [29],791

this kind of metaheuristic allows a better diversification in the792

whole search space than single-solution based metaheuristic.793

Finally, the development of real examples and working experi-794

ences with designers are needed. This line of work will trans-795

form the code implemented into a design tool useful for archi-796

tects and interior designers.797
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